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SEE IT AGAIN: PRESIDENTS' BALL 2013

Celebrate the Asian New
Year and more during
Asain Pacific American
Heritage month.
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‘LEARNING IS AN ABILITY’
Events seek to broaden knowledge of Asian heritage
BY RYAN JARVI

“Learning Chinese—How to
Make it Easy.”
Jerika Nguyen, president
he month of February
of the Asian Student Union,
marks one of celebra
said one event she will be at
tion at Grand Valley
tending is a lecture by Gia
State University, with Asian
Bao Tran at 6 p.m., Feb. 6 at
Pacific American Heritage
the Cook-Dewitt Center on
events on the Allendale
campus.
Campus that all seek to
“He’s talking about his
broaden students’ knowl
book ‘ Vietnamerica,’”' Nguy
edge of the many diverse
en said. “Its a graphic novel
cultures and ethnicities of about his family and his
the Asian world.
family’s history and the his
Connie Dang, director of tory of Vietnam, and were
the Office of Multicultural
going to be attending that
Affairs, founded the celebra
for a general meeting.”
tion in 2003.
Samuel Cho, who han
Dang said a committee
dles public relations for the
was organized with faculty,
Asian Student Union, said
staff and students to de
students will gain the per
sign the celebration events
spective of different cultures
so they would complement
by attending the heritage
material students are learn
celebration events.
ing in classes.
“Learning is an ability,”
“I wanted to make sure
Cho said. “What we hope is
we work with faculty mem
that students of Grand Val
bers that teach East Asian
ley know about diversity
studies and modern lan
and different cultures, and
guages to connect the class
hopefully through these
room activities with the
events they learn some
extracurricular activities,”
thing about our culture.”
Dang said.
The myGVSU sur
Events will include lectures
vey established by
from GVSU faculty and guest
the Inclusion and
speakers addressing different
Equity Office was
topics like “Asian American
used as a tool to *rwm. rr
and Pacific Islander Women
assess the pulse of yV
in Higher Education” and
GVSU, Dang said.
GVL STAFF WRITER

T

The results
of that sur
vey helped the
committee
in
planning the cel
ebrations.
“Under the Asian
umbrella there are many
complex groups,” Dang
said. “When setting up the
Asian Pacific American
Heritage Celebration, we
try to be comprehensive in
terms of addressing not only
the variety of different top
ics, but also addressing the
different ethnic groups un
der that umbrella.”
Nguyen said she thinks

Tag, you’re it:
Third annual
TedxGrandRapids
to feature new,
innovative ideas
BY AUSTIN METZ
GVL ASSOCIATE EDITOR

Celebrating
heritage: Members
of Delta Phi
Lambda fan dance
during GVSU’s
Asian New Year
celebration.

SEE ABILITY, A2

| GVL

For the third
straight year,
TedxGrandRapids
will
be looking for
the top creative
minds around
Grand Rapids
for a day-long
conference cre
CLARKE
ated by Grand
Valley
State
University’s
own Bill Holsinger-Robinson.
“Local organizers from around
the world can start these events
with some of them being small
and some being large,” said Adam
Clarke, application and attendee
lead for TedxGrandRapids. "...
TedxGrandRapids has been trying
to get the innovators of West Mich
igan in one place and we have 750
people at our event.”
The event, which will be at the
Civic Theatre on May 9, 2013, will
feature presentations, performanc
es, and conversations for those
around Grand Rapids who are
interested in sharing and hearing
about progressive thinking.
Those interested in participat
ing in the event will need to apply,
Clarke said. Applications are open
until Feb. 28 and then after that in
vitations will be sent to those who
have been chosen to attend.

We are trying to
bring unique world
experiences and
perspectives to Grand
Rapids...

ADAM CLARKE
APPLICATION, ATTENDEE
LEAD FOR TEDX

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Spectator’s sport: Grand Valley State University students gather inside the Kirkhof Center’s Area 51 to watch the Super Bowl during an event
hosted by GVSU’s Campus Ministry.

Mechanical failure leads to blown tire on the 50
BY LIZZY BALBOA
GVL NEWS EDITOR

A Rapid ‘50’ bus had what police consider
a mechanical failure Thursday morning when
it stopped in front of Grand Valley State Uni* versity’s Kirkhof Center and its inner back
tires blew out. No injuries were reported as a
result of the problem.
Although many students said they saw
a fire under the bus toward the rear, Rapid

CAMPUS

VIEW

1

spokesperson Jennifer Kalczuk said the fire
department reported no sign of a fire.
“According to the report, the fire depart
ment came and reported no fire and no hot
spots,” Kalczuk said. “What happened was
that the two rear tires blew on the bus.”
The Rapid could not disclose the cause of
the problem until the bus was analyzed by its
maintenance crew.
However, Captain Brandon DeHaan of
the Grand Valley Police Department said it

is speculated that the rear breaks overheated,
contributing to the explosion of the tires.
“It is believed at this time the rear breaks
may have stuck on, thus becoming pretty hot
and then what happened was that it was so
hot that it burst the rear tires,” DeHaan said.
The Rapid has not released an official state
ment yet on the identified cause of the tire ex
plosion. However, Kalczuk said these types of
mechanical failures do not happen frequently.

“We are trying to bring unique
world experiences and perspec
tives to Grand Rapids and what we
are really trying to do and why we
are talking about the application
process now is because we want the
event and the people in the event to
have diverse perspectives,” Clarke
said. “We are reaching out to busi
ness owners, to non-profit, to any
one in the arts community, to stu
dents and trying to get a whole mix
in that room.”
GVSU professor Cheryl Bou
dreaux of the sociology depart
ment has attended previous Tedx
conferences and she feels that
students could really benefit from
the event.
“I think that what is in it for the
students as well as the professors
would be getting together with a
group of people who are so excited
and so interested in ideas for noth
ing else but the sake of the ideas,”

n«ws(a)lanthorn.com

SEE TAG, A2
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GV OFFERS HELP WITH FEDERAL STUDENT AID
; On Sunday, Feb. 10, financial aid professionals from
Grand Valley State University will be involved in College Goal
Sunday. College Goal Sunday is a statewide initiative that is
made to attract students to go to college.These financial aid
professionals will help students with the process of applying
lor Federal Student Aid. FSA assists students with paying for
<iheir tuition or housing with grants, loans, and scholarships.
All students planning to attend this workshop should bring
a completed 2012 IRS 1040 tax return. In addition, students
should complete their forms by March 1. This will be from
2:00-4:00 p.m. in the DeVos Center, Building A.

FACULTY HONORED, RECOGNIZED AT JANUARY
LEADERSHIP APPRECIATION BREAKFAST
The Omicron Delta Kappa National Leadership Honor
Society, the Provost Office, as well as the Office of Student
life, recognized faculty-student interaction and leadership
practices at the Faculty Appreciation Breakfast on Jan.
31. Barbara Roos, associate professor of film and video
production, was honored with the Omicron Delta Kappa
Faculty of Distinction Award.

GREAT DECISIONS' PRESENTATIONS OPEN TO GV
The World Affairs Council of Western Michigan will be
hosting the annual "Great Decisions" series. This series
will have different experts on different topics, such as the
Middle East and climate changes. This series will be held
weekly on Mondays from Feb. 4 to March 26. Grand Valley
State University students, faculty and staff members will be
admitted free to each presentation. The series will be held
Mondays at 6 p.m. at the Aquinas College Performing Arts
Center. For further information, go to worldmi.org.

TRANSFORMATIONAL PASTOR TO BE NEXT
HAUENSTIEN WHEELH0USE TALKS SPEAKER
; Troy Evans will be the next speaker at WheelhouseTalks.
This event is hosted by Grand Valley State University's
Hauenstein Center for Presidential Studies. Evans will speak
about his transformation from a gang leader to a spiritual
leader, as well as his journey throughout the process. This
event will be on Wednesday, Feb. 6 from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30
p.m., located at the UICA, 2 W. Fulton, in downtown Grand
Rapids. All people interested in attending should RSVP at
HauensteinCenter.org.

TRANSFORMATIONAL PASTOR TO BE NEXT
HAUENSTIEN WHEELHOUSE TALKS SPEAKER
The Dean of Students Office is now accepting applications
for the Kenneth R. Wenderbush Student Leadership Award,
to be presented at the Grand Valley Annual Awards
Celebration on April 8. Applications are due Friday, February
8, 2013 no later than 5 p.m. The university is asking that
student’s from all academic departments be nominated as
qualified
far lR»Kennotte
Leadership Award. In order to qualify, students should have
made a significant leadership contribution to Grand Valley
through a committee, community event, or by serving as a
leader of a student organization.

Boudreaux said. “They are not studying for a test, they
are not anything like that. They just want to share ideas
and get new ideas about how to do new things and they
want to know what is happening in the world.”
Boudreaux said that what impressed her the most
about the Ted events is the array of ideas and speakers
featured at the conference.
“They just mix up so many different ideas and busi
nesses so you basically have an audience in a large audito
rium and you get these live speakers who are presenting
to you what is their idea for the best way to change the
world,” Boudreaux said.
Each year the conference has a theme that is followed.
The theme for this year’s conference is ‘Tag, you’re it.’
“It’s really talking about being a leader and it’s kind of
a call to action,” Clarke said. “It’s like saying, ‘tag, you’re it’
to try to empower people to do something different and
think uniquely and get active.” *

H
They just mix up so many
different ideas and businesses so
you basically have an audience
in a large auditorium, and you
get these live speakers who are
presenting to you what is their
idea for the best way to change
the world.
■

TERRY JOHNSTON | COURTESY

TedXGrandRapids team members lay out their
ground game for the upcoming conference in May.
Meeting of the minds:

ABILITY

CHERYL BOUDREAUX
SOCIOLOGY PROFESSOR

CONTINUED FROM A1

Organizers of TedxGrandRapids are currently work
ing on lining up speakers for the event but they will not
be releasing the names until the time of the conference.
In previous years, the conferences have featured speakers
such as musician Garrett Borns, Sam Harrington of Ecovative Design LLC, and author Steven Rosenbaum.
Although the event will only accept 750 applicants to
view the live conference, www.tedxgrandrapids.org will
feature a live feed of each presentation so viewers can
watch when and where they can.
“Go and watch Ted talk on the youtube videos and re
ally get a sense of what we’re talking about when we talk
about ideas,” Boudreaux said. “...If you like thinking and
talking to other thinkers, this is a giant think tank so I
’""’Think they Would enjoy participating lfi all 'o1! VfM! because
I enjoy that.”
For more information about the upcoming event or to
apply, visit www.tedxgrandrapids.org.
associate@lanthorn.com

the university is doing a
better job of addressing its
diverse population, men
tioning events honoring
both Black history and Na
tive American history.
“There are a lot of differ
ent months for other cultur
al organizations to promote
their events as well, and I feel
like it’s expanding,” Nguyen
said, noting the recent class
cancellation for MLK Day.
“I think it’s important to un
derstand other cultures, and
i)4 think Gttnd VaUey iw
done well for the amount of
events this past year.”
Cho said he also thinks
the university is trying to
encourage students to learn

about different cultures, but
he hopes that more students
will become involved with
student organizations on
campus.
It can be difficult at times
for student groups to gain
members, Cho said, and he
wanted to address the fact
that students don’t have to
be Asian to join the Asian
Student Union.
“We welcome any races,
any people from different
cultures,” Cho said. “We ac
cept everyone.”
Asian Student Union
meetings are held Wednes

day* at 6 piro.n iw iiig»
Kirkhof.
For more information on
February celebrations, visit
www.gvsu.edu/oma.
rjarvi@lanthorn.com

READ MORE ONLINE ATLANTHORN.COM/BRIEFS

At the Lanthom we strive to bring you the most
accurate news possible. If we make a mistake, we want
to make it right. If you find any errors in fact in the
Lanthom, let us know by calling 616-331-2464 or by
emailing editorial(a)lanthom.com.
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PRESIDENTS’ BALL
BRINGS TOGETHER GV COMMUNITY
BY SARAH HILLENBRAND
GVL SENIOR REPORTER

From root beer floats to student
groups displaying their vocal talents
to Grand Valley State University Pres
ident Thomas Haas dancing Gangnam Style with the GVSU Dance
Team, the 2013 Presidents’ Ball was a
night to remember for students, staff
and faculty in attendance.
“I think (the ball) is important
because while Grand Valley ex
pands, it allows us to maintain the
small school feel,” said Tendo Luk-

wago, executive vice president of
Student Senate.
Haas said the President’s Ball
is important for the GVSU com
munity because it brings everyone
together.
“I think it’s just one of those op
portunities that create lasting rela
tionships and create the memory of
an evening,” Haas said. This is Haas
and his wife’s seventh year attend
ing Presidents’ Ball, and he said it
continues to be a special night and
tradition for them.
The best part of the night for

Haas is seeing everyone come to
gether, he said.
“I mentioned at dinner that
there’s probably not another uni
versity in the states that has this
type of activity for the students,
and the students come out and it’s
just a magical night,” Haas said.
With the ‘50s theme of “Let
the Good Times Roll” came deco
rations including cardboard cut
outs of famous favorite stars from
the time period as well as toys and
SEE COMMUNITY, A6
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Seidman business college in sustainable spotlight
BYELLIE PHILLIPS
GVL STAFF WRITER

With 75 undergraduate and 37
graduate-level classes related to
sustainability, Grand Valley State
University’s Seidman College of
Business takes the stage as Febru
ary’s Sustainability Spotlight. Ihe
college also has many sustainabil
ity-related projects, most spear
headed by professor Star Swift
of business law, and three of the
college’s professors have authored
books on sustainability, as well.
Swift has implemented several
projects, many of which involve the
program ooVoo, a free video-chat
and instant message platform that
allows video conferences for up to
12 people. By using ooVoo, Swift
has saved the Athletic Depart

ment over $11,000 by conducting
interviews and meetings virtually,
rather than requiring travel.
Graduate
student
Kristin
Travers was involved in the oo
Voo use, as well. In her last year at
GVSU, she completed the original
website for ooVoo at the university,
and she assisted with ooVoo inter
views. She also created a video in
which she played the role of a job
applicant, demonstrating things
that students should not do when
interviewing virtually.
For his part in the sustainabil
ity initiative, Norman Christopher,
director for GVSU’s Sustainable
Community Development Initia
tive and faculty member in the
College of Business, wrote the
book “Sustainability Demystified!”
Christopher has over 30 years of

global management experience,
including responsiblities as presi
dent, CEO and COO outside of
GVSU. His book was developed as
a practical guide for business and
organization leaders about the best
sustainability practices, using West
Michigan as an example.
Another participant is Ashok
Kumar, professor of management
and the E. Seidman Endowed
Chair for the college, who has
edited two journals with recent
sustainability-related publications:
“Sustainability Reporting Param
eters and Practices in Construc
tion and Real Estate Industry - A
Comparative Study of US and In
dia” and “Corporate Sustainability:
A Strategic Imperative.” Kumar has
been invited as a guest lecturer on
sustainability to various places in

ternationally.
Jaideep Motwani, the current
Seidman College of Business chair
and professor of management, co
authored “Lean Sigma Methods
and Tools for Service Organiza
tions: The Story of a Cruise Line
Transformation,” which details
sustainable business practices.
Perhaps the largest sustainable
effort in the college is the construc
tion of the new L. William Seidman
Center, which will be Seidman’s
new Leading in Environment and
Energy Design certified home.
This will be GVSU’s 16th LEEDcertified building and will be ready
to use for the fall 2013 semester.
The college will also host sus
tainability leader Ken Robinson,
who will deliver a presentation to
the general public on “Leading A

Culture of Innovation” as part of
the Frederik Meijer Lecture Series.
According to the event webpage,
Robinson is “an internationally
recognized leader in the develop
ment of education, creativity and
innovation.” He is also the best
selling author of “The Element:
How Finding Your Passion Chang
es Everything.” The presentation
will be held at the Fieldhouse Are
na on the Allendale Campus at 9
a.m. March 27.
For more information about the
College of Business and what it has
been doing in the area of sustain
ability, visit the February Spotlight
page at: http://www.gvsu.edu/css/
february-spotlight-seidman-college-of-business-3.htm.
ephillipsCalanthorn.com

tting a jump-start:
S provides car help
BY RACHEL. CROSS
GVL ASSISTANT NEWS

The department of Pub
lic Safety at Grand Valley
State University offers free
jump-start services to stu
dents who get stranded
when trying to go to their
desired destinations.
Paul Weaver, traffic offi
cer of the Grand Valley Po
lice Department, said that
the most common causes of
cars not starting is because
people leave headlights on.
or the car battery needs to
be replaced. On the other
hand, he added that there
could be a variety of reasons
for a car not starting, and it’s
important that students get
their cars looked at if they
continue to have difficulties
with starting their vehicles.
Weaver said GVPD car
ries small industrial portable

jump packs
packs that
that thev
they have
have should
iumr
should have
have their
their vehicles
vehicles
been using for 10 years.
checked. “Batteries gener
“These portable jump ally have a three to four
packs are more convenient year lifespan. Going out to
and easier than using ca start your vehicle for 10 to
bles,” Weaver said. “We have 15 minutes when you don’t
enough jump packs for ev drive everyday offers the ve
ery patrol vehicle.”
hicle lubrication.”
He added that these
If jump-starting the ve
jump packs make it easier hicle doesn’t work, DPS can
to jump-start student’s ve recommend area shops and
hicles especially if there are towing services that are lo
cars surrounding it on all cal to the Allendale campus.
sides Overall, he said, calls
Capt. Brandon DeHaan,
for jumping vehicles remain assistant director of GVPD,
fairly consistent throughout said there are two predict
the year, but that sudden able factors when a car
changes in weather can in doesn’t start; a weak battery
crease the amount of jump- or other mechanical faults.
start calls.
“We encourage students
“Sudden cold snaps in who are experiencing me
weather, like going from 50 chanical faults to take their
to 20 degrees in a day can cars in as soon as possible,
cause difficulty in start otherwise students can find
ing your car,” Weaver said, themselves stranded,” Deadding that before the win
SEE DPS, A6
ter' season starts, students

EMMA MOULTON | GVL

Here to serve: The department of public safety at GVSU is responsible for keeping roads
and sidewalks clear as well as being available to jump student and faculty cars.
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.Getting a PhD in teaching doesn’t make you a teacher

BY STEPHANIE SCHOCH
T5VL COLUMNIST

y

5 You would think that in
^coming to college, the over
:$ 10,000 a year going toward
..our education would at least
Lget us a few perks. No par
ents, social skills, aka beer
!pong for some of you go
-getters out there, a chance at
^making manager instead of

having toilet-cleaning duty
at the local fast food restau
rant down the road: there
are plenty of wondrous
and magical things embed
ded in the experiences of
college. Teachers here are
even called professors, and
contrary to popular belief,
having a PhD does not
stand for Pizza Hut driver
for rabid, munchy college
students. But quite honestly,
some days they would prob
ably be better at driving
a car around, collecting a
measly tip, and sheepishly
whispering “have a good

?

day” before doing it all over
again.
I’m just going to say it.
Some teachers suck. They
could try their hardest and
still make me feel as though
I've in fact lost brain cells
by sitting through such a
worthless lecture. Sorry not
sorry, but a PhD doesn’t
mean that someone is truly
qualified to teach. Yeah
yeah yeah, they had a lot of
schooling and had to work
hard to get such a high
degree, but the only thing
that a PhD really says about
a person is that they are a.)

certified, and b.) they have
the ability to be a good stu
dent: student, not teacher.
Many teachers sim
ply know that they were
born to teach. They have a
certain level of passion that
they are able to cultivate,
mold, and relay to their
students, whether they
mean to or not.
But then, of course, on
the other hand there are
those inevitable teachers
that believe that it is just a
job. Their level of commit
ment hardly ever goes from
the red to the yellow zone,

much less into the green.
Teaching people is a hard
task, so if you as a professor
don’t want to teach, don’t,
because, coming from a
student’s perspective, we
don’t want you there. If you
talk about how qualified
you are? Yeah, I don’t really
care. If you talk about the
fact that you’re published,
or that you’ve had students
that have gone on to do
great things? Fan-freakingtasic for you, but if you
start to read the powerpoint
word for word, don’t get
angry when I’m skipping

class every other week.
Just because some people
were stupid enough (or
maybe smart enough, we
can never really be sure) to
spend hundreds of thou
sands of dollars for three
wimpy letters (although
two out of the three must be
important, because they’re
capitalized), doesn’t mean
that they’re good at teach
ing. So calm down, I’ll do
my homework: but I can
only be as enthusiastic as
you are, professors.
sschoch@lanthorn.com
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•[question of the issue

VALLEY VOTE
THIS ISSUE’S QUESTION:

HOW HAS TECHNOLOGY, IF AT ALL,
^CHANGED THE WAY YOU WATCH/
^EXPERIENCE THE SUPER BOWL?

“It hasn’t really. I still watch it on
TV with friends and family like I
always have. The only real reason
I watch it is for the national an
them and the half time show.”

13%

ell, Grand Valley State
University, it’s that time of
year again; the time of year
when friends, relatives and enemies
gather around the television to watch
one of the biggest sporting events
of the year, sip on a couple legal
beverages and critique the craziest
advertising campaigns businesses
have to offer.
It is that one, unique time in
American culture that allows for
sports fanatics and regular old folks to
bet on whether the Star Spangled Ban
ner will be under or over on length, or
put down $10,000 on who will win a
coin toss.
Much like every widespread,
national pastime in the Informa
tion Age (re: presidential election
campaigns, broadcast news, reality
TV) what was once one of the larg
est television spectacles of the year

W

YAMATO TOMARU

Junior
Accounting
Takasaki. Japan

“I don’t have to physically watch
the game because I can receive
updates on my phone and radio.”

LOG ON & VOTE
LANTHORN.COM

NO:

Study finds that American viewers will have watched the Super
Bowl not just on TV but also online, on the phone, and on the tablet

"I watch the Super Bowl on TV
with my friends. I don’t think
the way I watch the Super Bowl
will change because technology
changes.”

MARGAUX BRISBOIS

YES: 87%

Read the blog
“Global Perspectives']
By Amina Mamaty

FOOTBALL FRENZY

Junior
Cell and Molecular Biology
Oxford. Ml

Freshman
Professional Writing and Special Ed.
Rochester, Ml

How did you watch the Super
Bowl?

EDITORIAL

PAUL BELMONTE

“I almost always have friendly
competition with my friends
on the east coast. I have now
upgraded my iPhone to give me
ESPN updates on the game.”

Do you think the US is still
racially divided?

WEB EXCLUSIVE

•

has now been transformed into a
smartphone-checking, tablet-view
ing, computer-searching cacophony
of technology.
How will you be watching this
year’s Super Bowl?
If you are between the ages of
18 and 34, chances are you will be
watching the game with the help and
guidance of at least one other device.
In an annual study done by Grand
Rapids’ own multi-platform brand
ing firm Hanon McKendry, research
ers found that for those sports-lovers
between ages 18 and 34, 93 percent
will watch the game on TV. 59 per
cent of that same demographic will
watch the game accompanied by a
computer, 47 percent with a smart
phone, and 39 percent on a tablet.
But what does that mean for you
and I? The same thing all of this
rapidly advancing technology has

meant in every other facet of our lives
as Millennial - you can chose to let
the over-the-top surge of informa
tion develop into a kind of OCD that
shrouds every ounce of your human
participation, or you can spend your
Super Bowl in the moment.
Because isn’t that moment what
this is all really about? The nostalgia
and security of gathering around the
TV screen with friends, taking in
each play, and high-fiving eachother
until our hands h urt and our voies
rasp.
So, this Super Bowl, if you let
technology be the thing that drives
you and your friends apart, remind
eachother that there’s nothing out
there more simple and more sincere
than football, TV and beer to bring
you back together.

GVL EDITORIAL CARTOON I BY ANDREW SMITH

LAUREN KOMINARS

Junior
Nursing
Walled Lake. Ml

"Technology has changed the
way the Super Bowl experience
is watched because there is way
more that goes into a big event
like this. It’s more about the mon
ey than the game now-a-days.”
JOSEPH ALESSO

Sophomore
Business
Rochester. Ml

asmith@lanthorn.com

:GVLOPINION POLICY
) The goal of the Grand Valley
' Lanthorm opinion page is to act
as a forum for public discussion,
• comment and criticism in the Grand
! Valley State University community.
\
)
•
<
.

Student opinions published here do
not necessarily reflect those of the
paper as an entity.
The Grand Valley Lanthom aims
to be a safe vehicle for community
discussion. The Lanthom will
not publish or entertain any
forms of hate speech, but will not
2 discriminate against any other
»views, opinions or beliefs. The
content, information and views
expressed are not approved by nor
necessarily represent those of the
university, its Board of Trustees,
officers, faculty or staff
Reader submissions on the
opinion page appear as space
permits, and are reserved for letters

to the editor only, all other readergenerated content can be submitted
to the Grand Valley Lanthorm
YourSpace page by emailing
community@lanthorn.com.
Letters to the editor should
include the author’s full name and
relevant title along with a valid email
and phone number for confirming
the identity of the author. Letters
should be approximately 500-650
words in length, and are not edited by
the staff of the Grand Valley lantiurm
outside of technical errors for clarity.
To make a submission, email
at editorial@lanthom.com or by
dropping off your submission in
person at:

0051 KIRKHOF CENTER
GRAND VALLEY STATE UNIVERSITY
ALLENDALE, Ml 49401
616-826-8276

Got something to say?
Well listen.
editorial@lanthorn.conn

Defect, recall, repeat? Stop cutting corners

BY NATE SMITH
GVL COLUMNIST

I’m sure things were
probably worse in the past
but....what’s up with all of
this defect/recall nonsense?
The whole Boeing 787 bat
tery fiasco is just a tear in
a bucket when it oomes to
trends in recent years. I feel
like I can’t trust anything
anymore. It’s seriously
nerve-wracking to know
that nothing is safe when
it comes to recalls and
defects. I seriously can’t
v

even enjoy a PB&J without
thinking about the slight
chance that I could get sick
from Salmonella poison
ing. What scares me the
most about food recalls
is that there’s a regulatory
administration that has the
sole responsibility of over
seeing this stuff. I thought
it was crazy that the FDA
only reports these things
when people start to fall
ill. That’s when I read the
FDA’s handbook for accept
able defect levels in food,
something I strongly advise
against if you ever want
to look at food the same
again. You’d be surprised at
the amount of “insect frag
ments” and “rodent filth”
the FDA deems acceptable

to be in your chocolate.
While food may be the
nastiest defect problem we
have, it isn’t necessarily the
most dangerous. Remem
ber a few years ago when
the iBook chargers actually
caught fire? Or the defect
in Toyota’s vehicles that
transformed them into ve
hicular manslaughter-bots?
Try to walk into a Toys ‘R’ •
Us and not seeing a wall of
recalls for cribs, strollers
and..... other things that
infants go in. I’m not the
biggest fan of kids or babies
but that just seems mean.
How are these companies
still allowed to make prod
ucts that potentially haven’t
been adequately tested?
I understand that we

are just a number to most
of these companies. That
makes sense. There’s no
way they can account for
every user that buys their
products. Fair enough. But
I just want to say that I am
a number that deserves to
live! I am a number that
enjoys eating Peanut Buttei
based snacks. I am a num
ber that gets behind the
wheel of a car and expects
it not to kill me or anyone
else within reason. I am a
number that wouldn’t min<
waiting longer or paying a
bit more for something in
order to avoid dying. I’m a
number that is desperately
pleading for companies to
stop cutting corners.
nsmlth@lanthorn.con
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LETTER TO THE EDITOR

MLK Jr. Day coverage promoted engagement
Dear Editor,
The Martin Luther King Jr. Execu
tive Planning Committee would like to
thank the Lanthorn reporters, editors
and photographers for great coverage
of MLK events throughout last week.
The photos and stories in the
January 24 edition did a tremendous
job capturing the flavor of Monday s
activities — from the march to the

keynote speaker to all the social justice
activities.
Also, thank you for writing stories
to help promote activities. This was
especially important as it was the first
year classes were not held, and reach
ing the students was crucial.
We would also like to say thanks to
Student Senate, Black Student Union,
and Grand Valleys NAACP Chapter
for participating in planning, promot

ing the events, and all work they did
on MLK Day.
We look forward to next year!

GMAT
TEST PREPARATION

Thank you,
BOBBY SPRINGER
KATHLEEN UNDERWOOD
CO-CHAIRS, MARTIN LUTHER KING JR.
EXECUTIVE PLANNING COMMITTEE

Top Quality Instructors
Proven Strategies
Classes are delivered in five sessions
(Fridays and Saturdays) at
WMU-Grand Rapids, Beltline Location

a:

Instructor: Bill Dang

-

Classes start March 1

Want to see your work in the lanthorn J

Tuition remission for WMU's Master of Business
Administration program - equal to the cost of
the GMAT Test Prep Course - is applicable when
a student has taken the GMAT prep course
through Extended University Programs. Call
(269) 387-4195 for details.

now vou cnni

The Lanthorn is looking for submissions for our "your Space”
page in our print publication every Ttlonday and Thursday.

-J

E-mail community(a>lanthorn.com for more information

2

More information at:

www.wvnich.edu/offcampus/gmatprep
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AMANDA GREENWOOD | GVL

Getting down: A couple dances together during this year's Presidents’ Ball. Along with the music, several student groups performed including the GV Dance Team and the Swing Dance Club.

ative,” Lukwago said. “We have
such great students who can create
certain feels. Each year is different,
each year is unique, and I’ve loved
every single one of them.”
Also during the ball, several
student groups performed, includ
ing the Swing Dance Club and
CrossBow, which is a Celtic music
group entirely made up of GVSU
students.
Lisa Arnold, a member of the
Public Relations Committee on
Student Senate, said her favorite

COMMUNITY
CONTINUED FROM A3
trinkets on the tables that added
to the ‘50s feel.
“Every year we always go above
and beyond, and I think that its
always neat in its own way, seeing
how we decorate to the theme and
adjust to the theme,” Lukwago said.
Haas agreed that the decora
tions are what help to make the
event special.
“I think each year they’re cre

DPS

part of the night is the performanc
es. “I like the live performances be
cause they’re really good this year,”
Arnold said.
Arnold said she thinks Presi
dents’ Ball is important because it
gives students the chance to con
nect with others in the university.
“I think it’s really good because
it gives students the chance to get
out there and mingle with the fac
ulty and students and just experi
ence a great tradition that Grand
Valley has to offer,” she said.

With all the work that has
gone into planning and prepar
ing for the night and the dance,
Lukwago said he enjoys seeing
everything come together. “My
favorite part is seeing everything
come to fruition, like all of Sen
ate’s hard work and seeing every
one having a good time and enjoy
the evening,” he said.
And enjoy the evening, they
did.
“I think you see faculty, staff,
students, family members, alumni

coming back for this, and it be
comes a community, a Grand Val
ley community,” Haas said. “And
it’s just not focused with students,
because we have so many other
parts of our university coming
together for a night in the winter
time. It’s snowing outside and it’s
pretty magical. Even thoygh it’s
only about 10 degrees outside, you
feel the warmth in this room be
cause of the relationships that are
either created or being sustained.”
shillenbrancLa>lanthorn.com

Library, IT measure campus technology needs

CONTINUED FROM A3

BY LIZZY BALBOA

most issues.”
Joe Kargula, oil change tech
nician at Performance Plus Oil
Change on Lake Michigan Drive,
said it is important for college
students to know the appropriate
steps in jumpstarting cars.
“First thing you want to do is
make sure that your keys aren’t in
the ignition,” Kargula said. “Then,
you want to get your jumper cords
and make sure that the black cod
ing cord is connected to the nega
tive terminal on both cars, and
that the red coded cords are con
nected to the positive terminal.
Then the good Samaritan help
ing out should start their car, let it
run for a .couple minutes and then
have the person with car troubles
to try and start it.”
To receive help jump-starting
a car, contact DPS at 616-3313255.

GVL NEWS EDITOR

JESSICA HOLLENBECK | GVL PHOTO ILLUSTRATION

asslstantnews@
lanthorn.com

Fresh start: Technology around GVSU's campus, including
printing, will be updated in accordance to campus surveys.

Grand Valley State University’s library
and Information Technology staff are team
ing up to survey university community
members to better understand what tech
nological services are and are not needed.
“The kinds of questions that were ask
ing are about technology-related services
that the campus provides like Blackboard
and email and the various resources that the
library provides like library databases,” said
Carlos Rodriguez, associate dean of Tech
nology and Information Services at GVSU.
Three different surveys were sent out
tq^studerjtSjJ^culty ^njjs^aff
yyeek to
request opinions about the different techt nology available in thaiibtary and online,
as well as the educational services offered
to assist with research and development
of technical skills.
The survey is a follow-up to last year’s
library survey, on which many people ac
knowledged technological needs. The past
survey was more focused on the physical
building and collections of the library, but

this survey is more specific to technology.
“We’re interested in learning how often
they use it, whether (certain technologies)
are important and how satisfied they are
with these services,” Rodriguez said. They
are also researching whether people are
even aware of some services.
Rodriguez said the library is in the pro
cess of following through with updates
spurred by results of the last survey. Many
of the suggested changes — like additional
electrical outlets, computers and work
spaces — will be implemented in the new
Mary Idema Pew library. Information re
garding those changes will be available on
the library website in the upcoming weeks.
, Depending on the results of this year’s
survey and what can be done in the new li
brary, tdBknology will be updated accord^
ingly, Rodriguez said, adding that the uni
versity will continue to measure the needs
of the community on a regular basis.
Members of the community who did not
receive the survey but would like to contrib
ute their opinions on technological needs can
send their requests to rodriguc@gvsu.edu.
newscalanthorn.com
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SENIOR NAMED
SWIMMER OF WEEK
Grand Valley State Univer
sity senior Carly Bush was
named the www.collegeswimming.com
National
Swimmer of the Week on
Jan. 19 for her performances
in the pool last week.
Bush set three pool re
cords in the Lakers' 159-74
victory over the University of
Findlay.
The senior's first record
came during the 1,000-yard
freestyle when she shat
tered the previous record
by almost six seconds with
a time of 10 minutes, 16.22
seconds.
Bush followed up her
performance in 1,000-yard
freestyle by eclipsing the
200-yard butterfly record
with a time a mark of 2:06.49
Finishing off the meet,
Bush helped the 800-yard
freestyle relay team set a
pool record of 7:49.34.
GVSU will be back in ac
tion on Feb. 8 at the GLIAC
Championships in Jenison,
Mich.
W. SOCCER COACH
DEMERS PROMOTED
Grand Valley State University
women's soccer coach David
Dilanni announced that Erica
Demers has been promoted
to associate head coach.
Demers has been a part
of GVSU soccer program for
the past seven years, during
which GVSU has compiled a
145-9-12 record.
As an assistant coach,
she has guided offensive
stars including former NCAA
Division II Player of the Year
Katy Tafler and current ju
niors Ashley Botts and Kayla
Addison.
With the promotion to
associate head coach, Dem
ers will coordinate recruiting
efforts and facilitate soccer
camps throughout the year.
She will also continue to
work with the Laker front
line.
GVSU finished the sea
son as the national runnerup with an overall record of
20-1-4

■

WRENCHING
GVSU men fall to
rival Ferris State
at the buzzer
BY BRYCE DEROUIN
GVL SPORTS EDITOR

wo years ago, se
nior Breland Ho
gan sunk a game
winning jumper on
road as time expired to
beat rival Ferris State
University.
This year, it was the
same script, but a dif
ferent ending.
With the
FSU 59
Grand Val
GVSU 58 ley
State
University
men’s basketball team
trailing by one with 12.5
seconds left, Hogan

T

started his move to the
basket and launched a
fadeaway jumper over
a Ferris State defender
from just inside the
free throw line. The
shot was on target, but
left just short as Fer
ris State (11-8, 10-5
GLIAC) escaped with a
the
59-58 win over GVSU
(14-5, 11-4 GLIAC).
“Just a gut wrench
ing loss,” said head
coach
Ric
Wesley.
“Tough loss. The guys
competed pretty hard.
Just down the stretch,
we didn’t get the stop
and didn’t go our way.
Had a couple calls go
against us, and a game
like that, it doesn’t take
much for it to tilt either

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

So close but so far: Senior Tony Peters walks off the court following the last second lose to Ferris State.

way.”
Both teams traded
shots with each oth
er down the stretch.
Anytime Ferris would
make a big play on of
fense, GVSU seemed to
counter.

BY TATE BAKER
GVL STAFF WRITER

W BASKETBALL
GLIAC North Standings

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Up in the air: Breanna Kellogg drives to the hole against
Ferris State. Kellogg finished the game with 11 points.

W. BASKETBALL
GLIAC South Standings

Ashland
Findlay
Malone
Tiffin
Hillsdale
Walsh
Ohio Dominican
Lake Erie

15-0
12-3
7-8
7-8
4-11
3-11
2-13
1-14

M. BASKETBALL
GLIAC South Standings

Wayne State
GVSU
MichiganTech
Ferris State
Lake Superior St
Northwood
Saginaw Valley
Northern Mich.

13-1
11-4
10-5
10-5
8-7
7-8
6-9
4-11

M. BASKETBALL
GLIAC North Standings

Findlay
Walsh
Hillsdale
Malone
Ashland
Tiffin
Lake Erie
Ohio Dominican

10-5
9-5
9-6
8-7
5-10
5-10
3-12
1-14

back in for Ansons
and Majerle hit the goahead jumper, giving
GVSU a 58-57 lead be
fore Ferris State scored
the game-winning basSEE FERRIS, B2

Offense fuels Laker women at Ferris

STANDINGS

11-3
11-4
10-5
9-6
8-7
8-7
7-8
4-11

cut the deficit to one.
Wesley substituted
in sophomore Ernijis
Ansons for defensive
purposes and Ansons
forced an offensive
five-second call. Then
Wesley sent Majerle

W . B A S K E T B A L L

GLIAC

WAYNE State
MichiganTech.
GVSU
Ferris State
Northern Mich.
Northwood
Saginaw Valley
Lake Superior St

With 1:43 left, Fer
ris State would convert
a three-point basket,
pushing their lead to
four. Hogan would
respond with a threepointer of his own late
in the shot clock, which

It didn’t take long for the
Grand Valley State University
women’s basketball team to
get going against rival Ferris
State University.
GVSU (14-5,10-5 GLIAC)
made 9 of 15 attempts from
three-point range in the first
half, giving them 48 first half
points. The Lakers would
eventually outlast Ferris State
down the stretch to secure a
83-73 victory.
“The flow of our offense
was tremendous,”
GVSU 83 said head coach
Janel
Burgess.
FSU 73 “Obviously it was
high scoring, I
don’t think we could have
asked our defense to be much
better in some aspects.”
Led by senior Breanna Kel
logg’s shooting, Grand Valley
State University jumped out
to a 26-13 lead.
“We started off really
strong,” Kellogg said. “Credit
our energy and defense to that
early lead.”
Ferris State would weather
the storm, and go on a run of

their own to cut it to a six point
deficit, 31-25 with five min
utes remaining in the half.
“Both teams had their runs,
and our defense was also great
at times,” Burgess said “We
contained penetration and re
ally communicated.”
GVSU set a season high
with 12 three-pointers in the
game. The Lakers previous
game high for threes this sea
son was ten.
“All the extra shooting we
got in before and after prac
tice this week really showed
tonight,” said sophomore Kat
LaPrairie* “We showed great
confidence as well.”
The fast pace would con
tinue from both teams to close
out the first half with the Lak
ers leading 48-43.
“We managed the runs
(Ferris State) went on,” Bur
gess said. “Our offense did a
great good with the tempo
and continued to make shots.”
GVSU showed tremen
dous defensive effort out of
the break as they extended
their lead to 53-43, holding
Ferris State without a field
goal until the 15:30 mark of
the second half.

“That’s what we talked
about at halftime,” LaPrairie
said. “The defense creates our
offense, and if we focus on
our defense then the rest will
come.”
Down the stretch with
five minutes remaining in the
game, Ferris State broke out
another run to cut the lead to
ten points.
“They’re a good shoot
ing team,” LaPrairie said.
“We knew they were going
to knock them down. We just
had to limit the number of
open shots they got.”
LaPrairie was a large part
of the Lakers success as she
tallied in 19 points. Seniors
Alex Stelfox (13 points) and
Kellogg (11 points) and junior
Dani Crandall (13 points)
were also in double figures for
the Lakers as well.
“We played really together,”
Burgess said. “Our flow was
great. 20 assists, 68 offensive
possessions is awesome.”
GVSU now has sole pos
session of third place trailing
Michigan Tech (13-6, 11-4
GLIAC), and Wayne State
(13-5,11-3 GLIAC).
tbaker@lanthorn.com
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Swim, dive eye GLIAC crown
BY JAY BUSHEN
GVL ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

The Lakers have a score to settle
with their rivals from Wayne State Uni
versity.
As the Grand Valley State Universi
ty swimming and diving teams gear up
for the GLIAC Championships, they
recall what it felt like to place second in
each of the past two seasons.
“Well never forget that feeling,” said
GVSU junior Erik Aakesson. “But this
season we have the energy and the an
ger that it takes to end up on top. It just
adds fuel to our fire.”
The No. 15 Lakers received even
more bulletin board material this week,
when the team dropped three spots in
the NCAA rankings despite three re
cent victories over ranked opponents.
In the month of January, the team has
defeated No. 8 University of India
napolis, No. 11 Wayne State and No. 13
Nova Southeastern University.
GVSU won each meet by 30 points
or more.
“We are a very confident team,”
Aakesson said. “Were all swimming
for each other right nowr

The team has looked unstoppable
since the arrival of freshman sensation
Gianni Ferrero (Idstein, Germany) in
late December. Ferrero won ten indi
vidual events in the month of January,
breaking multiple GVSU school re
cords in the process.
Head coach Andy Boyce said a
turning point this season was the team’s
six-day training session in Miami, Fla.
The Lakers, who also defeated the Uni
versity of Findlay by 206 points on Jan.
12, have not lost a meet since.
“The big thing is our training,”
Boyce said. “We’ve been phenomenal
in practice and have worked hard all
year. This is our reward.”
On the women’s side, a familiar foe
is once again the topic of conversation.
The No. 12 Lakers will hope to pre
vent Wayne State from winning their
seventh title in eight seasons. Last year,
the Warriors won both the GLLAC and
NCAA Division II championships.
“Going against that kind of com
petition takes us to a higher level,” said
sophomore Olivia Schultz. “It can only
make us better. We have high hopes.”
The team will rely heavily on junior
captain Caitlyn Madsen, who has been

BO ANDERSON | GVL

Getting the crown: Hailey LaBar backstrokes during a meet this year.

a big reason for the team’s success this
season.
Madsen currently holds three indi
vidual school records (100 and 200 fly,
200 backstroke) and has swam a leg on
a pair of record-breaking relay teams
(400 medley and 800 free).
Nerves may be a factor for the
young leaker squads, but Boyce said
he expects his teams to perform at the
highest level.
“It’s always good to have a little ner
vous tension,” Boyce said. “Controlling

those nerves is key. We’ll go out there,
post some fast times and hopefully
qualify for nationals. It’s what we train
for all year.”
Both GVSU teams will head for
Canton, Ohio Wednesday to compete
in the GLIAC Championships, which
will be from Feb. 6-9.
The NCAA Division II National
Championships will be in Birming
ham, Ala. from Mar. 6-9.
asslstantsportsalanthom.com

GVSC/OFFCAMPUSHOUSING.COM
Find what you're looking for.
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posession.
Majerle had the hot hand'
down the stretch for GVSU,
as he scored all nine of his
points in the final eight minutes of the game.
“We got a lot of depth

on this team,” Majerle said.
“Anyone can get hot at dif
ferent times. It just hap
pened that I was getting the
shots in the game and it was
happening. We’re really an
unselfish team, and it just
happened that my team
mates got me the ball and I
made some shots. They kept

hitting me.”
Redshirt freshman Ricar
do Carbajal led GVSU with
19 points. He shot an effi
cient 7-of-9 from the field.
“I’m always an energy
guy,” Carbajal said. “I always
try to get in the right spots
all the time. When the ball
comes to me, I’m in the right

spots.”
GVSU was without lead
ing scorer sophomore Ryan
Sabin (11 points per game)
who is still recovering from
a concussion he suffered in
their last matchup against
Wayne State University.
The Lakers also were with
out sophomores Kirsters

Zeidaks who is still recover
ing from a back injury and
Darius Norman who is done
for the season with a torn
meniscus.
“Right now, it’s just su
per disappointing,” Wesley
said. “Hard to fight that hard
without feeling great disap
pointment. We’ll rally the

troops. We had a tough week
with Sabin, Kris, and Darius
being out, but I thought
our preparation was pretty
good. I thought we came in
with a good mindset. We’ll
go back home and hopefully
get Ryan back this week, and
regroup and move forward.”
sports@lanthorn.com

GVSU hockey overmatched
by top ranked Adrian College
Physical
game ends
with GVSU
at losing end
of 8-3 match
BY ALEX HARROUN
GVL STAFF WRITER

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

',

Down ice: Corbin Rainey brings the puck up the ice during a previous game. Rainey has nine
goals and 11 assists on the season as the Lakers continue to search for working combinations.

NAME: Carlyta Saldana
MAJOR: History/ Anthropology
CLASS/YEAR: Senior
WHY CARLYTA READS
THE LANTHORN:
To keep up to date on
what's going on
around campus.

SHOUT OUT/ QUOTE/
ADVICE: Joyously live

each
day to its ultimate good.
1
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With the disappointing
weekend against Michigan
State University behind
them, the Lakers couldn’t
get back to their winning
ways at Georgetown Ice
Arena on Saturday night.
Faster, more physical
play from Division I op
ponent Adrian College
left the Grand Valley State
University men’s Division
II club hockey team with
an 8-3 loss.
“It wasn’t an abysmal
performance but we have to
work (harder), this gives us
some humility,” said head
coach Mike Forbes. “Eight
goals is the most given up
since I’ve been coaching
here. You take it for what it
is, an 8-3 butt kicking. We
just have to come back and
fight tomorrow.”
Giveaways and an in
ability to clear the zone led
to a two-goal deficit for the
Lakers after the first pe
riod. Adrian took an early
lead off a shorthanded goal
scored on a breakaway due
to a giveaway by the Lakers
in the offensive zone.
With a quick deke, the
puck was behind senior
goaltender Scott Tiefenthal
via the five hole.
“(Adrian) is the number
one ranked team in Divi
sion I, we knew tonight was
gonna be a battle, they’re
a run and gun team that
comes at you hard,” as
sistant captain senior CJ
Pobur said. “It’s a great test
for us. We want that mea
suring stick. We wouldn’t
have it any other way. Ev
erything is just preparing

us for the national tourna
ment.”
Freshman Tyler Stoller
tied the game for the Lak
ers on a two-on-one with
sophomore Matt Smartt on
the flank.
Stoller skated the puck
into the zone with his head
up using Smartt as a decoy,
sending a shot straight into
the top shelf.
“I heard Smartt (on the
other side), but it was early
in the game and we wanted
to test the goalie so I let (the
shot) go,” Stoller said. “We
knew they were gonna be a
better team and wanted to
get pucks to the net.”
Adrian answered back,
taking advantage of failed
clearing attempts for two

It's a great test
for us. We want
that measuring
stick. We
wouldn't have
it any other
way. Everything
is just
preparing us for
the national
tournament.

CJ POBUR
ASSISTANT CAPTAIN

more goals before the end
of the first period. Both
were scored off quickly re
leased shots, giving Tiefen
thal little time to react.
The
Lakers
fortune
wouldn’t improve much in
the second.
Adrian scored three un
answered goals giving them
a 6-1 lead going into the fi

nal frame. A 5-on-3 power
play midway through the
period gave the Lakers
some momentum, despite
not being able to capitalize,
which gave them notice
able more push in the of
fensive zone.
Sophomore goaltender
Doug Chidester replaced
Tiefenthal at the start of
the third period.
“I wanted to relieve him
because there was noth
ing he could do about any
of the goals. It was the
cast around him,” Forbes
said. “Tiefenthal’s still our
number one goalie, it was
just one of those nights we
didn’t give him the sup
port.”
Despite their deficit,
the Lakers did not go away
quietly as junior Bob Penrod scored the second goal
for the Lakers on the rush
beating the Adrian goaltender on the glove side.
Sophomore
Corbin
Rainey slammed in his
ninth of the year as the
third man in on a rebound
beating the Adrian goaltender up top.
Unfortunately, it was
too little too late for the
Lakers.
“We got down but the
guys on this team showed a
lot of heart in the third and
we can take that with us
going into next weekend,
we’ll be prepared,” Pobur
said.
Going forward the Lak
ers look to regain their
early season success head
ing into the national tour
nament with a rematch
against Adrian on the road
next Saturday.
“I’m not worried about
tonight,” Forbes said. “I’m
not worried about next
weekend,
I’m
worried
about qualifying for the
national tournament, be
ing at the top of our game
then. I’d much rather have
a bump in the road now
then six weeks from now.”
aharroun@lanthorn.com
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Coming out strong: Grand Valley State University’s wrestling team finished Saturday’s Laker Classic with
seven placing including three second place finishes and one first place.

Club wrestling impresses during drawn-out Laker Classic
BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER

MEGAN SINDERSON | GVL

Leader of the pack: Freshman Allyson Winchester leads the pack during a recent 3000 meter race.
The Lakers sweep the men’s and women’s meet against rival Saginaw Valley with the men winning
95-43 and the women winning 85-50.

Track and field dominates SV
BY PETE BARROWS
GVL STAFF WRITER

Grand Valley State University’s most
natural rival has generally been considered
nearby Saginaw Valley State University,
although the two squads looked to be cut
from succinctly different cloths in a dual
track and field meet hosted last Friday on
SVSU’s 200-meter Ryder Center indoor
track.
The GVSU men’s team, ranked seventh
nationally, handily dispatched the Cardi
nals by a tally of 95-43, setting 10 provi
sional marks while they were at it.
“Our men’s long jumpers made some
nice improvements,” said GVSU head
coach Jerry Baltes. “Especially (sopho
more) Brent Brock. Jesse Schwartz (sopho
more) had a nice break through in the 200.
Mohamed Mohamed (junior) had strong
finishes in the open 400 and in the 4x400
relay and (junior) Jake Elbers had a nice
improvement in the vault.”
Not to be outdone, the Lady Lakers
topped SVSU by a score of 85-50, holding
onto their number one USTFCCCA na
tional ranking and pacing nine more pro
visional qualifying marks.
“Jenn Fuller (senior) had a nice ef
fort in the high jump and Brittany Ban
nister (sophomore) and Kayla Addison
(freshman soccer player) had nice races
in the 200,” Baltes said. “Kalena Franklin
had another very strong showing. She has
been really leading our team in a positive
manner and we are going to need her to
continue doing so in order for us to reach
our full potential as a team. Our throw
ers continue to make subtle improvements
and had some strong marks from Kate Fox
(senior) and Laura Schroeder (freshman)
in the weight and a very strong mark from
Sam Lockhart (senior) in the shot put.”
Junior Kalena Franklin, who finished
first in both the 60-meter hurdles (8.54
seconds), her signature event, and the
200-meteT dash (24.94) set two provisional
marks and was proud of her team.
“The girls really dominated, top-to-bottom,” Franklin said.
Franklin is also excited for this week
ends upcoming GVSU Big Meet that will

be hosted at the Kelly Family Sports Cen
ter. Run over a two-day period, doors will
open at 9 a.m. on both Friday and Saturday
and the itinerary will be varied from its
usual format.
“My coaches are probably going to have
me run the 400 - that I’ve never, ever ran
before,” Franklin said. “I’m nervous, but
it’ll be interesting.”
Freshman Katie Shaheen is optimistic
but precautious about the upcoming in
vite.
’’The Big Meet will be a whole new ex
perience for me personally,” Shaheen said. ‘
“In all honesty, I’m very intimidated by the
number of competitive athletes that will
be there, but I know our team is very con
nected and will make it feel like no matter
what is happening we’re overpowering the
whole track.”
Leadership, like the kind exhibited this
season by Franklin, will be a major factor
if the GVSU squads are to continue their
success.
“I know it’ll be great to watch Jessica
Janecke (sophomore) and Flannah Osborn
(sophomore) in their events,” Shaheen
said. “I’ve always felt that they have carried
the distance team on their shoulders dur
ing practice and I know they’ll lead us to a
great outcome.”
Shaheen didn’t travel with the team
for the festivities, instead staying home to
practice, but saw the experience as benefit
to the cause.
“I didn’t run in the meet yesterday, but
I think that getting out of our facility and
comfort zone was great for the whole team
and was a great step in the right direction
for preparing our teams for different situa
tions,” Shaheen said.
Baltes is also ready to take the next step
and is pleased with the progress.
“We should really see some big im
provements over the next few weeks as we
progress our training to put us in a posi
tion to hit some big performances,” Baltes
said. “Our squads competed well. We were
able to stay focused and keep moving for
ward in a positive direction as we approach
the championship season."
pbarrows@lanthorn.com

Garbed in all black
sweats with only subtle
baby-blue laces and coor
dinating Nike swooshes
highlighting the ensem
ble, junior wrestler Kyle
Horr weaves back and
forth across the baseline
of the Grand Valley State
University Fieldhouse. He
occasionally glances out
across the two adjoined
mats laid out before him
like a red sea as he paces,
but his gaze, a stern yet
calm concentration, never
lingers.
Saturday’s Laker Classic
hosted 90 wrestlers, repre
senting 10 different insti
tutions and competing in
11 distinct weight classes.
Of the 15 GVSU club
wrestling
participants,
seven
placed
- Kyle
Hillard fourth at 285,
Frank Bastien and Gabe
Stepanovich third at 235
and 157 respectively, Carl
Worthy, Shane Crawford
and Austin Geerlings sec
ond at 197, 184, and 165
respectively, junior Kyle
Horr who took first place
in the 149 pound weightclass bracket.
Wrestling up a class
from his usual 141 pounds,
Horr enjoyed the oppor
tunity to not have to cut
weight. He was happier
still about his team’s per
formance at the meet.
*“There’s a lot of stuff
we need to work on obvi
ously, but we got a bunch
of placers, got a bunch of
kids in the finals - I think
that’s all we can ask for,”
Horr said.
At least for now. The
team, Horr included, have
their sights locked on
the national tournament
which will be held on
March 14 in Allen, Texas.
“We want to win a na
tional
championship,”
Horr said. “As an individ
ual you want that, it fol
lows in to helping out the
team. The better you do,
the better the team does.
All we need is six or seven
guys to get up there on the
podium and we have that
caliber of a team.”
Freshman
performer
Bruce Rau, also wrestled
up a class (from 165 tO 174)
and went 2-1 in matches
on the day.
“This weekend was a
better weekend for me,”
Rau said. “The past couple
of weekends, there have
been a lot of tough guys.
A lot of Division I guys
and I’ve been losing most
matches lately. For me, to
go out and get a two wins
- I felt that I dominated
both matches, doing a lot
more things right that I

wanted to.”
People, including GVSU
head coach Rick Bolhuis,
have noticed the work Rau
has put in.
“Bruce Rau comes in
everyday and works real

Everybody's goal
here come March is
not only to qualify,
but to place high
- we want to win
the national
championship.

W

BRUCE RAU
FRESHMAN WRESTLER

hard and came through
today,” Bolhuis said. “He’s
always in matches and he’s
only a freshman.”
Rau attributes much of

his success to the guidance
of more experienced team
mates. Horrs and Rau,
who share a close relation
ship, keep it light even
during heavy competition,
exchanging quotes from
“Rocky” and “Key and
Peele” before matches.
“Kyle’s really big in help
ing me,” Rau said. “Being a
freshman, going out and
wrestling tough kids, you
get nervous a lot. Kyle and
our older guys, Carl (Wor
thy, team president), do an
excellent job of mentoring
us and keep us at the men
tal state we need to be in.”
The team hopes for
continued success in the

rawrr--—*'“•*"
"“WerytioayVgoal here
come March is not only to
qualify, but to place high we want to win the national
championship,” Rau said.
“I don’t think anybody will
tell you anything different
and if someone does, their
mind’s not where it needs
to be.”
pbarrows@
lanthorn.com
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Taking him down: Two performers of the Toyoda Center of Aikido, MMA and Kendo demonstrate different forms of martial arts to help ring in the start of the Asian New Year Festival.

Asian Student Union hopes to entertain, educate with annual Asian New Year
Grand Rapids Nepali Speaking
Christian Youth Group of Kent
wood, a fan dance from GVSUs
Delta Phi Lambda sorority, and a
s lake effect snow fell to the
traditional Chinese Lion Dance.
ground all around Grand
Along with entertainment, Cho
L Valley State University’s
said, the group wants to highlight
- campus on Thursday night, the
cultural awareness.
Grand River Room in Kirkoff filled
Jerika Nguyen, president of the
with students, performers, and fac
Asian Student Union, agreed.
ulty for the Asian Student Union’s
“(The event helps) showcase the
annual Asian New Year festival to
Asian New Year, because there’s all
ring in the Year of the Snake.
different types of Asian New Years
As attendees sat, watching
skits, songs, and a^gmon&tratinn.
all .come at different times
of Akaido techniMg&jfrom the.
Nguyen said. “So we
Tbyoda Aikido PflJBT Yfiembers**cfoa gRi&ral event, rmaybe mostly
focused around the Chinese New
of the ASU were keeping things
Year that people are more familiar
moving like a well-oiled machine.
with, but the point is to expose the
“It was just 100 percent pure
different types of culture we have
teamwork,” said Sam Cho, the
out there.”
group’s Public Relations Officer.
“I think in this area especially
“We started working on it, I’d say,
there are maybe not as many
last semester.”
Asian ethnic groups as there may
The group expected the large turn
be in some more populated areas,”
out despite the weather, Cho said.
she added. “So a lot of people don’t
The event showcased Bhangra
know about (for example), Nepal,
dancing from the Michigan State
or Burma, so this is our chance to
University Bhangra dance team,
expose (them to) that.”
Nepali cultural dances from the
BY BECKY SPAULDING

GVL STAFF WRITER

4

This year, the ASU chose a
charity to donate to, a first for the
annual event. The charity, called
Cooperative Orthotic and Pros
thetic Enterprise Laos, provides
“prosthetic and mobility services
free of charge” and also helps pa
tients with rehabilitation, accord
ing to their website.
They held a “Minute to Win It”
collection, where attendees were
encouraged to pull out any cash
they could spare and give it to
members of the ASU who scram
bled through the crowd with jars
to collect as much as they could in
60 seconds.
They labeled the four sections
of the room North, East, South
and West, and the section with the
most cash donated got to line up
for food first. All proceeds went to
COPE Laos.
“In Asian Student Union, we
educate a lot of people about
what’s going on in Asia,” Nguyen
said. “Once you realize how much
people are suffering somewhere
else, (it becomes important) to

help.”
During intermission, attendees
were offered a buffet of various
types of Asian food. As they ate,
the room roared with conversa
tion and laughter.
Austin, a member of the Asian
Student Union and of the Japa
nese Culture Association, who has
helped organize the Asian New
Year event in the past, pulled up
a chair with a few friends during
intermission.
“I helped organize this event
probably for four years,” he said.
Austin is no longer in an official
position since joining the JCA,
and so was free to enjoy this event
as an attendee.
Across from Austin, fellow JCA
member Dave dined on lo mein
noodles from the buffet.
“I’m also in the JCA, so I’m in
terested in Asian culture,” he said,
adding that he also really enjoyed
the food.
Another attendee, Bryan, said
he really enjoyed the traditional
fan dance performed by the Del

ta Phi
Lambda sorority.
After intermission guests were
treated to a traditional Chinese
Lion Dance, which, according to
the ASU is often performed at Chi
nese New Year ceremonies. The
large yellow, blue and silver lion,
equated with a dragon in Chinese
culture, swept through the crowd,
sniffing audience members and
rearing its large whiskered head,
shaking off the occasional lowhanging streamer.
The MSU Bhangra Dance Team
ended the evening with a fastpaced traditional Bhangra dance,
wearing bright teal, blue and pink
jeweled dresses and scarves. The
last step was followed by an enor
mous round of applause as the
dancers bowed and walked off
stage.
For more information about
the Asian Student Union, visit
www.asugvsu.wordpress.com or
search Asian Student Union on
Facebook.
bspauldlng@lanthorn.com

IGV grad takes his ideas to the next level
Alum aims at solution for students struggling to find fun, cheap activities
BY KARI NORTON
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR

’

'
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Have you ever sat around won
dering what there is to do, while
hoping for an instant and simple
answer? Grand Valley State Uni
versity graduate Ben Hoppe did.
One night, he was lying on his
| floor watching TV and wondered
| what was going on, so he start
ing looking at places like the BOB
j on his phone and thought, what
{ if there was an app out there that
J bad all of these deals? Hoppe took
{ this idea even further by asking
*.^is Facebook friends if anyone
*‘,knew how to make apps and sure
j 'enough, someone did.
p* * “I was in (GVSU students’)
shoes. I know at times its hard
| *irhen you don’t have a lot of money
* and you want to have fun - it’s hard
to do that,” Hoppe said. “This app
wasn’t there when I was in school
and now it’s something students
can utilize when they want to have
a blast but save money doing it.”
I Hoppe graduated last spring
with a psychology major and ad>
vertising and public relations mi
nor. Originally, he was getting a
psychology degree so that he could
teach special education but a se
mester before he was set to gradu
ate he chose to go in a different
direction and picked up the minor
because it interested him.
■‘This isn’t a job for me, it’s
something I like to do," Hoppe
said. “I get to come back to GVSU

and give students advice, I get to
go to bars and interact with the
managers and I know that this is
beneficial to people because they
get to save money and that’s kind
of cool.”
Hoppe knows what it’s like to be
a student at GVSU and what it’s like
to stress over graduating and find
ing a job. He said if there’s anything
he’s learned, it’s that it’s not what
you know but who you know.
“There’s a lot of things that I’ve
learned that you can’t learn on
page 23 of a textbook,” Hoppe said.
“You’d think that people would
download something that was free
if it gets put on Facebook - it’s not
that easy.”
The West Michigan Connec
tion app has everything you need
to know about food, nightlife, taxi
services and events in Grand Rap
ids and Allendale.
“Why would you want (the
app)?” Hoppe asked. “It not only
has all of these deals, but it’s go
ing to have deals that will save
you money that you can only get
through me. That’s why a college
kid who doesn’t really have a lot of
money will need this app.”
Hoppe has recently submitted
his app in a competition to get
funding so that he can really get
the ball rolling.
The Devos family started a busi
ness called Start Garden for start
up businesses and ideas. People
can post their ideas on the web
site and the one that gets the most

votes will get to present it to the
Devos’s and, if they like it, they’ll
give them $5,000 to start it up.
To encourage people to vote for
his idea, Hoppe has pledged that
if he gets the funding he is going
to fund a spring break trip for two
GVSU students. Each of the stu
dents will get $500 to go wherever
they want or to use in whatever
way they choose.
“If my idea works in West
Michigan, I want to take it to other
college towns, like Kalamazoo,
East Lansing, Mount Pleasant, and
kind of branch off that way,” Hoppe
said. “There are other businesses
that are out there like me, they’re
my competition, but what makes
mine better is that I’m focused.”
Hoppe also plans to put up
a billboard on Lake Michigan
Drive, do different promotions
and sporting events and sponsor
Greek life events to raise aware
ness for his app.
“A business wants to go through
me to advertise to this population
and no one else does that,” Hoppe
said. “That’s what makes this app,
my business, better than what else
is out there.”
The app is free and can be down
loaded on Androids and iPhones
by searching wmconnection.
To vote for the West Michigan
Connection app, go to http://startgarden.com/ideas/detail/wmconnection.
lak«rHf«(&lanthorn.com

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

On th« go: Grand Valley State University alum Ben Hoppe hopes to
bring a little bit of relief to student boredom with his new iPhone app,
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member of the audience,
Patrick, during almost every
set. Trieu took this in stride
and made him a part of his
performance by asking him
questions and teasing him.
Luis Valencia used his
few minutes of stage-time to
joke about turning 21 and his
theory of how to complete a
New Years’ resolution: Brush
your teeth often because you
won’t want to eat anything

M
What better
joke to tell than
the story of my
life?

W
VINCENZO PAVANO
LAST LAKER STANDING
SEMIFINALIST

ROBERT MATHEWS | GVL

Make me laugh: GVSU student and semi-finalist comedian Aric Pike performs before the crowd in the Kirkoff Center.

GV holds Last Laker Standing semifinals
BY RACHEL MCLAUGHLIN
GVL STAFF WRITER

The top ten student co
medians, out of the original
25 at GVSU, competed in
the semifinals of Last Laker
Standing, a stand-up com
edy competition, on Satur
day at the Kirkof Center.
Comedian and former Last
Laker Standing winner Al
len Trieu hosted Spotlight
Productions’ seventh annual

competition and had the
whole audience of friends,
family, and students laugh
ing at his jokes about mar
riage, texting, and Facebook
when he performed. “LLS
should be broadcasted to
more students. More people
should definitely come,” said
audience member Cat Cieslinski.
After Trieu performed
a handful of to jokes warm
up the crowd, Aric Pike took

stage first. Though seemingly
nervous, Pike gave the audi
ence an idea of the comedy
to come, foul language not
absent from anyone’s set.
Vincenzo Pavano, origi
nally from Italy, related,
his jokes to his first year in
America with students pick
ing on him for his thick ac
cent and inability to under
stand the language.
“What better joke to tell
than the story of my life?

I truly believe you have to
laugh at yourself,” Pavano
said.
Third was Tim Har
kins, the only freshman in
the competition, who used
his class to begin his set: “I
knew I was in college when
the books we had to read
weren’t on Sparknotes any
more,” Harkins said.
The comics, Trieu includ
ed, had to perform while
being heckled by a rowdy

after. Following Valencia was
Jacob Gujardo who had the
audience nearly in tears from
laughter. Gujardo poked fun
at himself and women’s fash
ion: “I heard girls spend like
an hour doing a messy bun. If
you’re going to spend an hour
to do that, just do your hair.”
After Gujardo’s set Trieu
informed the audience the
show was half way through,
giving them time to circle
names on their ballots for
their top five favorite comics,
and giving the three student
judges panel time to catch up
on their voting as well.
Brian Mickens gave stu-

dents jokes to relate to: “Did
this teacher just tell me I was
tardy? I’m 24 and I paid for
this class." He centered his
set around being a minority
in a majority of Caucasians,
translating slang for those
who don’t understand. Jesse
Routhier and Tomas Calvo
both joked about bad driv
ers and road rage, while Kyle
Tiller incorporated his elec
tric guitar into his set, sing
ing about his job as a valet.
Last was Vincent Persichetti, another comic that
had the crowd reeling with
laughter at his jests about
perfume commercials and
handicap bathrooms.
While the audience voted
for their top five comics,
Trieu called the comics on
stage and asked them each
a personal question to get to
know them better as he also
did with the audience. Trieu
preformed again, spouting
jokes about his wife and
former girlfriends until the
ballots were counted. Jacob
Guajardo, Vincenzo Pavafo,
Jesse Routhier, Luis Valen
cia, and Vincent Persichetti
will be moving on to the
Last Laker Standing finals
on Feb. 16, where the top
three comics will win prizes
totaling $1,000.
“The event is a great way
for everyone to come out
and support their fellow
students,” said Tim Hartland, Comedy Committee
Chair. “Last Laker Standing
is quickly becoming a new
tradition at GVSU and We
get more and more atten
dance and participation $very year.”
rmclaughlirv alanthom.com

GV’s Amnesty International hosts Statewide Convention
BY KARI NORTON
GVL LAKER LIFE EDITOR

On Feb. 2, Grand Valley
State University’s Amnesty
International chapter host
ed the 2013 Michigan State
wide Conference.
Amnesty International
is a worldwide organization
with over 2 million mem
bers dedicated to human
rights issues, such as chil
drens rights, immigrants
rights, LGBT rights, death
penalty and more than 20
other issues.
GVSU’s chapter presi
dent Christina Uplinger
said the university’s chapter
was chartered six years ago
and currently has 15 regular
members.
“We educate the campus
and community on human
rights issues,” Uplinger said.
“Our focus is education and
getting word out about dif
ferent cases.”
The student area coor
dinator for Michigan came
to one of the meetings to
check up and see what they
were doing and in turn
elected GVSU’s chapter to
be the student group of the
year for the Midwest region,

Uplinger said. With that, he
also asked them to host the
statewide meeting at the Al
lendale campus.
In Michigan, there are
more than 10 groups, both
at universities and in com
munities.
Unfortunately,
due to the weather many
could not attend the con
vention at GVSU.
From 10:30 a.m. to 3:30
p.m. on Saturday, people
came out to listen to several
speakers talk about a wide
variety of human rights is
sues.
One
speaker
talked
about human rights is
sues in Argentina and the
United States, a student
environmental
coalition
talked about issues dealing
with the environment and
a GVSU professor talked
about LGBTQ. There was
also a representative from
Habitat for Humanity to talk
about housing as a human
right and a speaker from
Threaten Innocence - a hu
man trafficking group.
The group also hosts
other events throughout the
year, such as “No Women,
No Cry”, which was a movie
screening and discussion on

We educate the
campus and
community
on human
rights issues.
Our focus is
education and
getting word
out about
different cases.

I!
CHRISTINA UPLINGER
CHAPTER PRESIDENT

maternal mortality. The film
was shown during the fall
semester and 40 to 50 peo
ple showed up to watch.
The organization as a
whole also does a Global
Write-a-thon every year.
Members from all over the
world write letters to people
who have been imprisoned
for their ideas, Uplinger
said. This year, GVSU’s

The right
chapter sent out around 170
kind of
letters.
human:
Uplinger’s interest in
■ Keynote :
helping people started long
'speaker for
before she came to GVSU.
Amnesty .
“I’ve always been really
Ban International
interested in human right’s • •
Hi Professor/
issues. When I was little it
| Leandro
started out as animal rights
Robles *
but then transitioned into
spoke
*
during
people cause I want to be
the 2013 *
a social worker,” Uplinger
statewide
said. “I’m really interested in
conference.
learning about other people
and other cultures.”
The organization’s next
GVSU AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL I COURTESY
goal is to fundraise to go to
the National Convention
10897 48th Ave.
616-895-2400
in order to make the trip
www.48west.com
Allendale
Ml. 49401
as close to free as possible.
The convention takes place
every year in March and
this year it will be held in
live this way
Washington D.C.
“We’re open to anyone
and any beliefs,” Uplinger
said. “We like to have fun at
our meetings too, it’s not all
just about depressing stuff.”
The group meets ev
ery Friday at 9 p.m.
ANNOUNCING...
For
more
information,
check out facebook.com/
amnestygv?ref=ts&fref=ts
or contact amnestygv@
gmail.com.

west

ANOTHER WAY TO

lakerlife@lanthorn.com

OPENING FALL 2013
RESIDENTS CAN RELAX AND SOCIALIZE IN OUR NEW

HOT TUB
APPLY ONLINE
WWW.48WEST.COM
NOW LEASING FOR FALL 2013

C/)

-24 HOUR FITNESS CENTER

—

-24 HOUR GAME ROOM

2
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-FREE TANNING
-FREE WIFI AND CABLE

3

-24 HOUR THEATER

UJ

GVSU AMNESTY INTERNATIONAL | LOUR I fcSY

Fighting for change: Members of GVSU’s Amnesty International have set out to fight for children's rights, LGBT rights, and the
death penalty. Having been started six years ago. the group has now expanded to dose to 15 regular attending members.
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FREE CLASSIFIEDS FOR STUDENTS, FACULTY

MARKETPLACE
Roommates

4 Bed House for Rent! 2
bath. 2 stall garage. 2 family
rooms. Updated kitchen.
Master bed/bath. Jacuzzi.
Large backyard.
New
washer/dryers. Near GVSU
$1200/month.
Contact
616-502-8468 or email kellenbrusveendc@gmail.com

Looking for female subleaser
for Feb-June in an Eastown
house. Rent $350/month.
Subleaser Needed! Summer
2013. 4/bed. 4.5/bath. Cam
pus View. Great roomates
and great living space. Call
for more info.
|734-695-1793
«
Roomate Needed! Hillcrest.
Fall 13-Winter 14 plus sum
mer of 2013 or 2014 $3950
for whol year plus $150 for
summer of your choice. $250
starting
fees.
Call
269-903-1343 for more de
tails.
•.. ■

Subleaser Needed! May-July
2013. 4/bed. Private bath
room.
Furnished.
$470/month. 48 West. Free
parking pass. Utilities in
cluded. Individual lease.
Email floresal@mail.gvsu.edu
or call 1-734-771-4947 for
more info.

Subleaser Needed! May
1 -July 27. Option to renew
for 2013-2014 school year.
$445/month.
Utilities
$40/month. Furnished. 4/bed
and 4.5/bath townhome. Will
pay more in fees/ frre parking
permit. Text 815-557-0973
for more info.

Subleaser wanted! Ottawa
Creeks Apartments. August
2013-August 2014. First
month rent free. Close to
campus. Huge bedrooms/liv
ing area. New carpet. Free
water.
Email
palmerc@mail.gvsu.edu for
more questions.

Subleaser Needed! May-July.
$425/month. 4/bed. B-style.
3rd floor. Furnished. Personal
bathroom. Near bus stop.
Covered parking spot. Email
braceyj@mail.gvsu.edu or
call 734-660-1358

AND STAFF some restrictions apply '
FOR COMMERCIAL RATES CALL

classifieds@lanthorn.com

Housing

Looking for a female sub
leaser for February-June in
an Eastown house!!! Rent
$350/month and the house
has heat, dishwasher,
washer and dryer, and inter
net. 3 bedroom 1-1/2 bath. 2
Announcements
girls and a cat. Spacious and
clean with the option to re
new in June! If interested
please respond ASAP!! Con
On Feb. 13th, Interfraternity
tact Melissa or Judi at either
Council will be hosting Win 248-982-9147
or
ter Bid Day at 9pm in the
231-736-2449 or by email.
Pere Marquette Room of
Kirkhof.
Visit
www.gvsu.edu/ifc for more
information.
Roommate Needed! 4 bed
townhouse August 2013.
Preferably
female
$395/month. Must be clean
Wanted
and quiet, call Darci @
616-558-8853 for more info.
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Thursday, February 21
Red Salon & Day Spa in
Grand haven, Ml looking for
hair color models for Feb. 4th
from 10am-12:30pm call
616-847-2122 for a consulta
tion.

Subleaser
Needed!
May-August Summer 2013
Copperbeach $500/month.
Willing to negotiate e-mail
brunnerk@mail.gvsu.edu
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Super Crossword___ALLIANCE
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98 Ovine
female
99 — Gauche
(Paris’ Left
Bank)
100 Pacific
island
country
103 Handled
clumsily
104 Suffix with
host
105 [Bing, Quiets,
Ogden]
110 Whack down
111 Joan of rock
112 Pretense
113 “I goofed”
116 Author
Calvino
118 [Garnet,
Milky, Sad]
125 Bravery
126 Thundering
127 Eight-faced
solids
128 Computer
printer brand
129 Exams for
future attys
130 Original
131 Filming spot

DOWN
1 Drive out
2 Poker cost
..."
3 Main way in
88 [Secure,
Broth, Cask]
4 On in years
93 Stand by for
5 White wine
96 Naqqinq
aperitif
pain
6 Classic Olds
97 Yuletide
7 Cleo’s biter
song
8 Set of steps

9 — touch of
class (creates
some style)
10 “Ben-—”
(1959 film)
11 Psyche
section
12 Nader and
Lauren
13 Being
, borrowed
14 Showed awe
15 Folk rocker
DiFranco
16 “End of
citation”
17 Epicure
18 Having no
sight organs
20 “—daisy!”
24 Suffix with
no-good
29 SSW’s
opposite
32 Be winning
33 Workrooms
34 Pulled
35 Sneak —
(glance)
36 Indian
restaurant
bread
37 P. — (big
name in
hip-hop)
38 Soapy froth
39 Napoleon’s
isle of exile
40 Cremecreme linkup
46 In no
particular
musical key

47 Bagged
midday meal
48 Brand of
frozen fries
50 Iridescent
gem
51 R&B singer
India.—
52 “Much —
surprise-.^”53 Humor writer
Bombeck
54 Three of —
58 Luau wear
59 Apr. 15
payee
60 26th letter
62 August gripe
63 Fox teen
drama show
65 Pet
68 Baneful spell
69 Ending for
butyl
70 Product plugs
71 Pull hard
72 Nukes and
such
73 Sister and
wife of Zeus
74 Electric fan's
noise
81 Maker of
Asteroids
83 Former U.N.
head Kofi
85 Estates not
acquired
under leases
86 Fastens
fabric
87 Corrida
shouts

88 Prevaricates
89 Eye: Prefix
90 Columnist
Maureen
91 “It’s — real!”
92 Alan of
“M*A*S*H”
93 Information
repository
94 Spy’s device
95 Open
affirmations
100 TV “Science
Guy”
Bill —
101 Star-related
102 Gives voice
to
103 World War II
general
George
106 Tennis’ Borg
107 ‘The Wizard
of Oz" actor
Bert and
others
108—fi film
109 Exotic juice
brand
114 Untarnished
115 Chair
117 English
lav
119 — favor for
120 Rebel Tyler
121 Prefix with
hazard
122 Safari truck,
for short
123 No,
to Scots
124 UPS
competitor
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TRIPLE

46 “Take —
song and
make it
better”
48 “Waiting for
Lefty”
playwright
49 [Family, Toil,
Crying]
55 Srs.' lobby
56 Ray of
McDonald’s
57 Radiohead
singer Thom
58 Claiborne of
fashion
61 River islet
64 Tattooists’
supplies
66 Livy’s 2,002
67 Previous to
68 [Fit, Loaded,
Sage]
75 Wrap up
76 Garment line
77 Inducement
78 “Well,
lah-di- —!"
79 Marks, as a
ballot box
80 Civic maker
82 Director
Ephron
84 “In case
that’s true

Button

616- 405- 0767

BRAIN BUSTERS
ACROSS
1 Clumsy guy
4 Sticky green
pods
9 “Billy, Don’t
Be—” (1974
pop hit)
14 Instrument
panel part
19 Most
disorderly
21 “Max —
Returns”
(1983 film)
22 Harass
23 [Arrest,
Omit, Bun]
25 Stimulate
26 Some bills
27
for
Innocent”
(Sue Grafton
novel)
28 Com cake
30 Clickable
address
31 [Lofty,
Sullen,
Seemly]
39 TV
announcer
Hall
41 Lawman
Wyatt’s
family
42 French
river
43 Chief
Ouray’s tribe
44 Virgo
. p receder
45 “... sting like

616-331-2460

BELTU

M □_______□________

Bland

GREEM

□

□

PRIMIA
bay

LIMPES
'Do you know what it's Ilka being a

TODAY'S WORD

____________ r
Two credit card payments, two mortgage
payments, turncer payments...”
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Even Exchange

by Donna Pettman

Bach numbered row contains two clues and two 6-letter answers. The two answers differ from each other
by tmly one letter, which has already been inserted. For example, if you exchange the A from MASTER
for an I, you get MISTER. Do not change the <»rder of the letters.
1. Cry of congratulations __

O

Heroic

2. Law officers

__E

Guiding principle

3. Chewy candy

__
T

_____ Morning brew

4. Mature

N

Unhappy dog sound

5. Clear-headed

__

One-edged sword

6. Holy man

_____Human being

7. Standard

N

Outrigger

8. Fake

__

Spring bloom

9 Peak

_____ Put forward

10. Measure

__

Wound covering

O 2011 King Features Symt. Inc.
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CAN YOU TRUST YOUR EYES? There are at least six differ
ences in drawing details between top and bottom panels. How
quickly can you find them? Check answers with those below.
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